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Our Reunion

â€œI just want someone to spend my life withâ€•Taylor Lyle. Everyone on the planet knows the CEO
of BluTechâ€™s name. Taylor is rich, successful and famousâ€”but that means nothing to him. He
aches to start a family, but heâ€™s had his heart bashed to pieces once again by a
commitment-phobic guy. â€œIâ€™ve been pretending so long, Iâ€™ve almost forgotten who I
am.â€•Eli Hail thought heâ€™d missed his chance with his school crush ten years ago. But when fate
crashes them together on a sunny beach, Eli canâ€™t deny his feelings for Taylor, or his sexuality
any longer.â€œI need to take this slow.â€•Taylor and Eli rediscover one another as Eli explores his
sexuality for the first time, but with their shared history, neither of them can keep their promise to not
get attached. When the tabloids out their relationship to the world, the pressure on their bond is only
just beginning. Will Taylor and Eli be able to figure out what they want and fight for it?Our Reunion
is a 50,000-word standalone contemporary gay romance, complete with lots of heat and a happily
ever after ending.
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Who truly wants to attend their 10 year high school reunion? Not these two guys, Eli and Taylor.
They both decided to take a vacation to an exotic country to avoid the reunion.Eli took a vacation to
find himself. He has always wondered if he was bi so he wanted to go somewhere far away to test
this out. He's had a crush on a guy in high school but never did anything about it. The last thing he
expected was to bump into him in Barcelona. Now he wants to see if he can test his theory with
Taylor. What he didn't expect was to fall for Taylor deeper then he expected.Taylor has getting over
a breakup and his best friend Laura made him take a vacation to get over himself. When he bumps
into the guy from high school he thought what better way to get over the breakup then helping Eli
figure out whether he likes men or not. What he didn't expect was to fall for Eli.These two not being
honest with themselves basically do more harm then good to each other and end of leaving
Barcelona on bad terms. After returning to the states they both don't try to reach out to one another
because of how they behaved in Barcelona. Once they take the chance again to try a relationship
it's more drama then they realize.It's sad, happy and extremely happy. A good read.I was given this
ARC for an honest review.

Very enjoyable debut. I love stories about childhood crushes / unrequited love and Taylor and Eli's
story did not disappoint. I particularly love Taylor's unapologetic balls-to-the-wall approach to life,
going after anything and everything, a delightful contrast to his outer geek and inner genius. And
Eli's reserved, hesitant nature, often unexpected due to his strong physicality and presence, is the
perfect counterpoint.*****Mild Spoilers*****I'm all for stories where the MCs have to come together to
foil outside obstacles. But I'm even more enamored with those tales wherein it is their inner
obstacles that the MCs have to conquer. It can be a delicate line to draw, though: too much and the
characters can come across as too whiny or too narcissistic. The author handles their internal
struggles beautifully, with a lovely dose of humor holding things together. Besides, Taylor and Eli
are completely lovable and utterly adorable. They love big. It's their saving grace.Personally, I would
have loved more interaction with the side characters. Howeverâ€”and this is not easy to doâ€”the
book did not suffer from their general absence because Taylor and Eli fill every single page. I could
have happily read on and on (hint hint), even if it was simply to watch Taylor make another
breakfast for his man.Definitely looking forward to the next book in the series, Ben's story.
(Hopefully Taylor and Eli will make an appearance!)*some minor editing misses, mostly at the
beginning of the book, but nothing too distracting.

Taylor and Eli travelled a rough path to romance on again off again. Sometimes it is really hard to

make romance work with some many obstacles in front of you careers, studying and life in general,
but if you want something bad enough you will make it work.

Your sexuality isn't just about sex. It's about who you fall in love with. These story is about Eli and
Taylor who have known one other since high school but never interact with one another. Eli has
been in love with Taylor for years and never revealed it until ten years later. Taylor didn't think he
was into men. They meet on vacation and connect and try to make a go of things. Different things
come up and cause angst. But in the end love wins. I was given this book in exchange for an honest
review.

.â€¢'Ã‚Â¸â˜…*'Ã‚Â¨) Ã‚Â¸.â€¢*Ã‚Â¨)(Ã‚Â¸.â˜…Ã‚Â¨*.Ã‚Â¸Ã‚Â¸.â€¢`â˜…Ã‚Â¤ The hottest reunion
ever!Discovering himself was like lighting a flame.How did two men who knew each other in another
lifetime end up escaping the pressures of life and end up in the same country ready to explore
another side of themselves? Ten years ago, his hang up on Taylor caused Eli his scholarship and
left him questioning just who he was inside."And here I came halfway across the world to get away
from the reunion." --TaylorNow they found themselves in Spain in pretty much the same situation
that started this whole mess. Taylor with a bloodied nose indirectly caused, mind you. There was a
whole lot of twists and turns, a journey that was both trying and zealous all at once. Intertwining the
past and the present, Our Reunion offered spice, drama and discovery of ones' self.Eli was coming
to terms with his sexuality: "Your sexuality isn't just about sex." and Taylor was torn between
wanting it all and having a family. "Love means nothing without commitment." In the end, both were
willing to make sacrifices in order to keep the other happy, despite destroying the one thing they
were trying to build.A happy ending to a sweet but tumultuous romance. The epilogue was gold and
I look forward to DRIVEN, the next book featuring Ben, Eli's history teacher, cus man, he sure
needs his HEA.ARC provided by the Author in exchange for an honest review.
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